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3 TOOL DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The HAP tool will be at the leading edge of technology, both in terms of integrated resource management
(Nyberg et al. 1989) and geographic information systems (Coughlan and Olliff 1988). Users frequently have
unrealistic expectations of leading-edge technology and these must be tempered by the very real limitations
that may exist. Limitations result primarily from inadequacies in data and limited understanding of natural
systems. Gaps in information and understanding may occur at various levels. For example:

1. Government polices may not be specific enough; e.g., what are the MOELP deer habitat/population
objectives for individual watersheds or planning units?

2. Various models required by HAP (particularly in the fields of forestry and economics) may not be
available; e.g., models of stand succession and growth for years 1 to 20 after harvesting.

3. Specific data may be unavailable and/or the nature of specific relationships may not be quantified;
e.g., what is the minimum size of an effective severe winter range and does the size vary depending
on snow zone?

It is well beyond the scope of the current project to fill in all of the existing gaps in information and
understanding. Therefore, the ‘‘ideal’’ HAP tool and the HAP tool that can be constructed today are two very
different things.

The process of developing and implementing the HAP tool will be driven or constrained by a number of
factors:

1. There is a limited amount of manpower and money devoted solely to the HAP project. In addition,
several other research projects are currently under way that can be of direct benefit to the HAP
project: a handbook for managing deer and elk habitats (Nyberg and Janz 1990), field research on
the ecology of deer movement patterns (McNay et al. 1988), an elk habitat relationship model
validation,3 a simulation model for managing stands as deer winter range,4 and various other
integrated resource management initiatives. It is therefore reasonable to schedule the development
and implementation of the project to coincide with the completion of these other activities.

2. The major research program (Integrated Wildlife-Intensive Forestry Research [IWIFR]), of which the
Habitat Assessment and Planning tool is a part, will come to an end 31 March 1991. Therefore, the
tool development and implementation must be scheduled so that there is a deliverable product
available at the end of the IWIFR program and that any post-IWIFR tasks can be justified on their
own merits.

3. The HAP tool currently being developed is a prototype of a more generally applicable tool that could
be used for any wildlife species in any geographical area. In addition, the HAP tool will support
adaptive management activities. Therefore, the tool development, implementation, verification, and
refinement are viewed as ongoing processes that will continue as long as the tool continues to
demonstrate its utility.

The following discussion of development and implementation represents a compromise between the
factors discussed above and the structured approach to systems planning and development advocated by
Calkins (1984) and Stock (1988). 

Stock (1988) advocates the development of a prototype early in the process of development of complex
computerized decision-support systems. The prototype serves two purposes. First, it can be used to gain
support from users and managers, who are often skeptical about the eventual success of the system, by
demonstrating the utility of the overall system early in the development process. Second, if the development of
the system is not completed, the prototype will be a useable product that can partially justify

3 Brunt, K. 1989. Application of a geographic information system (GIS) to test models of Vancouver Island Roosevelt Elk habitat suitability.
M.Sc. thesis proposal. Univ. Victoria, Dep. Biology, Victoria, B.C.

4 Bunnell, F.L. and R. McLaughlin 1986. Second growth deer winter range simulation modelling. Proposal to Wildlife Habitat Canada.
Unpubl. rep.
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the development costs. Since the watershed assessment model forms the core of the HAP tool, this model will
be used as the prototype. The prototype will be developed for black-tailed deer because of the preparatory
work done on this model before the initiation of the HAP project.

The prototype will include the development of a complete habitat-quality model for black-tailed deer,
including seasonal range quality submodels and a seasonal range juxtaposition submodel. The winter habitat
quality submodel is described in Section 2.6.2. The summer habitat quality submodel will include the same
factors as the winter submodel but relative weights of the factors will be different and the cover component will
rate escape and thermal cover. The seasonal habitat interspersion submodel, will consist of the following:

1. the seasonal habitat quality, as derived from the habitat submodels discussed above;

2. the total area that provides adequate all-season habitat (year-round habitat for resident deer); and

3. the distance between ‘‘high-quality’’ single-season habitats.

Model parameters will be verified using existing data from the study area where the model was
developed. Data required for the validation of the overall model and submodel outputs are being collected in a
separate area (McNay and Morgan 1989). The model output (habitat quality) will be validated by comparing
home-range data with the habitat quality ratings. Completion of the development of the prototype models is
expected by December 1990. Validation of the model will not be complete until March 1991.

Development and implementation of the full HAP tool will require:

• refinement of the regional priorities model;

• development of the components of the management options model;

• extension and technical transfer of the completed tool; and

• testing of the reliability and validity of the overall tool output.
The strategy for completion of these tasks is briefly described below.

The original regional priorities model (McNay et al. 1987) will be improved and refined in several ways
(based on the conclusions outlined in section 2.6.1):

1. The model will be reprogrammed using a more flexible expert system shell that allows questions to
be asked and answered in ways that are most appropriate to the question’s content.

2. The model will be linked to a variety of small-scale GIS databases that will assist the manager in
answering the questions (e.g., on habitat capability, land tenure, and planning unit boundaries).

3. The model will provide automatic decision audit in a form that is transparent to the user.

4. The model will be verified through trial runs over large geographical areas with knowledgeable
users.

It is anticipated that this task will be completed after the development of the watershed assessment
model prototype (April 1990 to March 1991). Assessing the validity of the regional priorities model will
require many years because of the nature of the model output.

The components of the management options models are largely being developed by other research
projects (Nyberg and Janz 1990; Bunnell and McLaughlin5). These components will be incorporated into
the HAP framework as they become available. However, site-specific planning is seen to be a secondary
consideration of the HAP project and as a result the management options model will probably not be
completed until after March 1991 (the deadline for completion of HAP).

Delivery of a useful operational tool to prospective users will require a substantial extension and
technical transfer program. This will involve a two-step process. First, the utility of the tool will be demon-
strated to the middle management personnel in the Habitat Protection Section of MOELP. This will

5 Bunnell, F.L. and R. McLaughlin 1986. Second growth deer winter range simulation modelling. Proposal to Wildlife Habitat Canada.
Unpubl. rep.
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be done by assisting these personnel with the application of the watershed assessment model to a particularly
difficult or high-conflict problem that they are encountering. The same personnel will be assisted with the
operation of the regional priorities tool to assess broad-scale priorities throughout their entire region. We hope
that once these tasks are completed (March 1991), MOELP personnel will accept the utility of the tool and
encourage its application by others in their ministry.

Training of the ‘‘line’’ personnel in the use of the tool will be a time-consuming process that will require
specialized skills for the creation of user manuals and training courses and the delivery of those courses.
Extension of the tool will also require the acquisition of required computer hardware and software for the ‘‘line’’
personnel. Managers must be aware that the process of extension and training will be time consuming and
costly and will probably result in a decrease in productivity in the short term. It is anticipated that extension and
training of the HAP tool will be completed by March 1993.

Testing of the reliability and validity of the overall tool output will be an ongoing process that will continue
as long as the tool is used. Management recommendations will be made based on the tool output, and it will
take many years in some cases to determine whether those recommendations were correct. For this reason,
a major emphasis in the tool construction will be placed on good decision audit mechanisms. For example, the
watershed assessment model will have the ability to maintain a database that will include all of the information
about a given cutblock in a forestry plan, including field reconnaissance information, in-house discussions,
and recommendations and letters sent to the timber company or the B.C. Forest Service. This database will
be useful in day-to-day operations for reviewing updated versions of plans and preparing ministry referrals.
However, it will also be useful to the future assessment of the utility of recommendations based on the model
output.
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